Evaluating left turn saturation flow rate at signalized intersections by applying Floating Car Data (FCD) Technology
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research is to apply a recent inventive technology floating car data (FCD) to determine headways between left turning vehicles during protected only signals. Usually time headways are very important parameters in determining saturation flow rate. By observing each turning vehicle’s (including freights) travel time from a point to another point, time headways are calculated. This research is innovative because of application of FCD technology which is very helpful in the cities where traffic data may not be monitored. FCD technology can provide a very economic data of obtaining space and time headways. Since FCD can collect real traffic data information based on trajectories, both space headways and time headways can be obtained for left turning vehicles. This study also involves space headway as one of the independent parameters on which traffic saturation flow rate can depend. Moreover determining the time and space headways between the turning vehicles the FCD data can provide a very useful information for detecting large heavy vehicles such as trucks at the intersections. The presence of trucks or freights can definitely impact the left turning time which connects to cycle length perfection at that intersection. The overall aim is to establish a most reliable method of calculating left turning saturation flow rate for all types of vehicles including vehicles using FCD data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purposes of promoting efficient mobility and optimum capacity while simultaneously ensuring full safety result in competing interests at signalized intersections. The left turn movement plays a significant factor for safe and sequential operation at a signalized intersection. Usually traffic congestion is identified as the most common reason behind delays at arterials and intersections. The condition becomes more worsening during the peak hour. This research is planned to estimate saturation flow rate based on left turn movement by introducing a new inventive technology of acquiring data called floating car data (FCD). The FCD data is mainly used for traffic signal timing regulation purpose. Depending on the types of left turning protections, the motorists’ speed during turning left and their travel time can be monitored where the signal phase and timing information sometimes may not be available directly from a city’s Traffic Management Center (TMC). Moreover using infrastructure based approaches for obtaining traffic data, e.g., CCTV and loop detectors can be expensive for both installation and maintenance whereas pure FCD approach can offer relatively lower cost in deployment. The so far application of FCD was in monitoring vehicular speed whereas this research aims at using FCD in obtaining information on left turning vehicles to get informed about speed, time and space headways and in addition the intersection geometric conditions.

There are three fundamental types of left turning control which are i. Permitted only, ii. Compound (Permitted/Protected, Protected/Permitted) and iii. Protected only. This research focuses on Protected Only types of left turn movements. The primary interest is in the observation of left turning vehicles and sorting out the trucks from all types at a certain penetration level using FCD technology. Then estimate the saturation flow rate as a function of speed, headways collected from FCD once a mathematical model is developed. The model validation will be conveyed using a simulation of traffic data for several locations. An anticipation is driver behavior can be predicted as well during real-time information relay on congestion through this research.
2. BASIC CONCEPTS IN TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

An authentic knowledge on some terminologies applied in this research (repeatedly) is required before proceeding. Here are the mentions as below:

2.1 Saturation Flow Rate

Saturation flow rate is defined as the equivalent maximum hourly rate at which vehicles can traverse a lane or intersection approach under prevailing traffic and roadway conditions assuming the full availability of green signal time and no lost times.

According to the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), 2010 the saturation flow rate per lane for a subject lane group at a signalized intersection is as below:

\[ s = s_0 f_w f_{HV} f_g f_p f_{bb} f_a f_{LU} f_{LT} f_{RT} f_{Lpb} f_{Rpb} \]

where,

- \( s \) = adjusted saturation flow rate (veh/h/ln)
- \( s_0 \) = base saturation flow rate (pc/h/ln)
- \( f_w \) = adjustment factor for lane width
- \( f_{HV} \) = adjustment factor for heavy vehicles in traffic stream
- \( f_g \) = adjustment factor for approach grade
- \( f_p \) = adjustment factor for existence of a parking lane and parking activity to lane group
- \( f_{bb} \) = adjustment factor for blocking effect of local buses that stop within intersection area
- \( f_a \) = adjustment factor for area type
- \( f_{LU} \) = adjustment factor for lane utilization
- \( f_{LT} \) = adjustment factor for left-turn vehicle presence in a lane group
- \( f_{RT} \) = adjustment factor for right-turn vehicle presence in a lane group
- \( f_{Lpb} \) = pedestrian adjustment factor for left-turn groups
- \( f_{Rpb} \) = pedestrian adjustment factor for right-turn groups.
2.2 Time Headway

Time headway is defined as the elapsed time between the arrival of pairs of vehicles at a common observation point is defined as the time headway and is expressed in seconds.

In the field the method of estimating the saturation flow rate is as below:

Saturation flow rate, \( s = \frac{3600}{\text{Average Headway} \ (\bar{h})} \)

where, 3600= converted hour into seconds

Average headway \( (\bar{h})=(T_{n}-T_{4})/(N-4) \)

\( T_{n} \)= total time for \( N \) vehicles

\( T_{4} \)= time for the rear axle of the fourth vehicle entering the intersection

\( N \)=total number of vehicles entering the intersection

3. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The main objectives of this research and the associated are to:

➢ provide a new concept and challenges by applying FCD to detect the types of vehicles using spacing and time headway trajectories
➢ apply to the locations where other traffic monitoring systems are not available
➢ contribute travel time comparison between general (non-equipped) and smart cars (equipped with GPS) during congestion period

The specialization of the study is to detect the presence heavy vehicles (like trucks etc.) in the traffic stream influencing on the saturation flow rate. Due to slower maneuverability~affecting the saturation flow rate, part of the study is focused on traffic composition in the connected vehicles environment to estimate the saturation flow rate effectively at different penetration levels.
4. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

In a summarized concept, the objectives of the study are depicted here:

- To detect the large, medium and small vehicles and isolate them estimating space and time headways.
- To determine the saturation flow rate by establishing a mathematical model.
- To analyze the overall capacity of the signalized intersection and level of service by integrating left turning travel time into the capacity estimation.

5. PROPOSED WORKFLOW

This research is intended to extend the application of floating car data (FCD) technology to a new dimension where an effective and most reliable method of calculating Saturation Flow Rate can be provided. Based on various sizes of vehicles, the large vehicles can be separated affecting the traffic flow. The workflow chart for the study is shown in a system below:

- Identify signalized intersections with protected only left turns
- Collect data on the left turning vehicles using FCD
- Measure Time and Space Headways between all types of vehicles
- Evaluate length of green left turn period during each cycle
- Compare speed, headways between the vehicles using GPS and the general vehicles
5. METHODOLOGY

A robust and complete literature review on floating car data and left turn modeling at signalized intersections is done for this study. The methodology for this study basically comprises of three key components:

**Platform and Scenario:** A simulation platform is required to refine the FCD system requirements. Using the most required input data for FCD system (penetration rate, sample intervals and the number of samples) once the simulation is performed, the real scenario can be applied for any road segment for any locations. A major function expected from FCD is the estimation of current travel speed for a road segment under optimal conditions. The other requirements are to estimate the space and time headway between the left turning vehicles and also the intersection geometric features.

**Requirements of FCD:** Three parameters are considered: penetration rate, sample interval and number of samples as the minimum requirements of FCD dataset under optimal conditions. These three are interrelated with one another and cannot be applied in isolation. Penetration rate determines the number of vehicles that have to be equipped with GPS probes, significantly influencing the practical feasibility of the FCD deployment in left turning vehicular movements. Penetration rate must be needed to be minimized. The sample interval is maximized next since it determines the amount of data to be transmitted within a very reasonable operational cost. Even if the parameter, the number of samples does not affect costs directly, but it can be used to increase the accuracy for a given combination of penetration rate and sample interval. Intentionally the signalized intersections chosen where heavy vehicles and trucks usually move frequently to make a comparison between the estimated saturation flow between the intersections with and without heavy/large vehicles.

**Data Processing:** The observation of left turning vehicular movements need to conduct during both AM and PM peak hour congestion period. The level of traffic jam (light, medium and heavy) must be considered to achieve the travel times (average) for left turning vehicles. All traffic data including speed of left turning vehicles, length of left turning radius, length of road segment, number of left turning vehicles can be used as input data for FCD.
6. ANALYSIS & EXPECTED RESULTS

This research will cultivate an integrated mathematical model which will define a well-developed method to define left turn saturation flow rate where the major input variables are vehicular speed, time headway and spacing between the vehicles while turning left.

Mathematically the saturation flow can be expressed as a function of the following variables:

\[ S = f(W, v, h, s) \]

Where, 
- \( S \) = left turning saturation flow rate
- \( W \) = Total width of opposing lanes
- \( v \) = left turning average speed
- \( h \) = average time headway
- \( s \) = average spacing between vehicles

The so far application of FCD was in monitoring vehicular speed only to provide efficient signal planning, but this research aims at using FCD in obtaining real time traffic information on left turning vehicles. After obtaining data on travel time, speed and left turning radius for any signalized intersection, the saturation flow rate model can be established using a regression model. The model validation can be carried out using simulation at protected only left turn signalized intersection.

The Preliminary results show the relation between speed, spacing and number of left turning vehicles. These variables are interchangeable in terms of quantifiably when motor vehicles, motor cycles and freight/trucks are classified separately. The freight data can impact the turning vehicles' travel time compared to the general vehicle data. The initial results converge on comparison between obtained traffic data using general vehicles and vehicles equipped with GPS technologies. Here the focus of the ongoing research is to quantify both space headways and time headways with left turning speed in terms of graphs and charts. The goal is thus to establish relations between the independent variables (speed, space headway and time headway) and dependent variable (saturation flow rate) both for motor vehicles and freight trucks.
7. CONCLUSION

The proposed method has the potential to be used in adaptive signal control systems for dynamically estimating the saturation flow rate to respond to unanticipated changes in the traffic caused by road incidents such as temporary lane blockages, accidents, adverse weather conditions, etc. and does not require the disposition of traffic sensors such as loop detectors.

FCD offers some advantages over loop detector data such as: it can be inexpensive in terms of non-destruction works (which is costly in cases for installing loop detectors), can offer new algorithms for researchers and engineers and can provide best left turn phasing (efficiency). Again, since this study is biased on travel time estimation of left turning vehicles at protected only left turns with accurate FCD data, drivers’ general nature can be obtained by observing car following theory. The research is inventive since it will apply the FCD method to mitigate congestion at signals by collecting and utilizing data and feedback from cars equipped with smartphone (GPS) systems of the left turners. The best left turning green period can be provided by estimating the most accurate travel time. Further the accuracy of travel time estimation method needs to be validated and compared. The overall impact would be to provide cutoff in financial burden for both transportation and environmental agencies and also the reliability of applying FCD data must be thoroughly investigated. One of the current limitation of the research is presently permitted only and protected/permitted types of left turns could not be taken under consideration as of protected only left turns are prioritized here. But future recommendations would be provided for the other types of left turns and pedestrian movements as well as freight movements at the signalized intersections using FCD technology.
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